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Abstract
Background: To present an episodic random utility model that unifies time trade-off and discrete
choice approaches in health state valuation.

Methods: First, we introduce two alternative random utility models (RUMs) for health
preferences: the episodic RUM and the more common instant RUM. For the interpretation of time
trade-off (TTO) responses, we show that the episodic model implies a coefficient estimator, and
the instant model implies a mean slope estimator. Secondly, we demonstrate these estimators and
the differences between the estimates for 42 health states using TTO responses from the seminal
Measurement and Valuation in Health (MVH) study conducted in the United Kingdom. Mean slopes
are estimates with and without Dolan's transformation of worse-than-death (WTD) responses.
Finally, we demonstrate an exploded probit estimator, an extension of the coefficient estimator for
discrete choice data that accommodates both TTO and rank responses.

Results: By construction, mean slopes are less than or equal to coefficients, because slopes are
fractions and, therefore, magnify downward errors in WTD responses. The Dolan transformation
of WTD responses causes mean slopes to increase in similarity to coefficient estimates, yet they
are not equivalent (i.e., absolute mean difference = 0.179). Unlike mean slopes, coefficient estimates
demonstrate strong concordance with rank-based predictions (Lin's rho = 0.91). Combining TTO
and rank responses under the exploded probit model improves the identification of health state
values, decreasing the average width of confidence intervals from 0.057 to 0.041 compared to TTO
only results.

Conclusion: The episodic RUM expands upon the theoretical framework underlying health state
valuation and contributes to health econometrics by motivating the selection of coefficient and
exploded probit estimators for the analysis of TTO and rank responses. In future MVH surveys,
sample size requirements may be reduced through the incorporation of multiple responses under
a single estimator.
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Background
Health state valuation studies using the time trade-off
(TTO) approach lack a sound theoretical framework for
the incorporation of worse than death (WTD) responses.
Furthermore, TTO responses may be considered a form of
discrete choice (i.e., expressions of a tie between two alter-
native scenarios); yet, no valuation study has applied dis-
crete choice estimators to TTO data. In this paper, we
introduce an episodic random utility model (RUM) and
two novel estimators for health state valuation. We show
that the assumption of the episodic RUM theoretically
and econometrically unifies TTO and other discrete choice
approaches.

Estimating the value assigned to an episode of health is
the main purpose of the EuroQol Group, and the focus of
this paper. In Figure 1, the solid line represents the accu-
mulation of quality adjusted life years (QALYs) for a per-

son over time. The slope of the line represents the
instantaneous value of health at each point in time. For
example, the kink in the line suggests that at around the
third year, the person's health was poor, as represented by
a shallow slope; however, her health improved, and after
ten years, she accumulated around seven QALYs. In other
words, the value assigned to her decade-long health epi-
sode is seven.

As described by Torrance in 1982, values of better than
dead (BTD) states are bounded by the values of optimal
health (1.00) and dead (0). WTD states may be as large as
minus infinity [1]. In Figure 1, a person's "spaghetti" line
may lie anywhere between the dotted lines, but the slope
of the spaghetti line must remain between one and minus
infinity. The potential for an infinitely negative slope
poses a fundamental challenge in the estimation of
QALYs using TTO, standard gamble (SG), person trade-off
(PTO), or any other discrete-choice approach. In TTO, the
conventional approach to QALY estimation entails an
average of positive and negative slopes (i.e., mean slope
estimator); a similar process is applied in SG and PTO. An
often noted problem is that the influence of negative
slopes can be so massive (e.g., -39 in the MVH study) that
the mean slopes appear much too low, well outside the
reasonable range of face validity within the QALY con-
cept.

Confronted with this threat to face validity, researchers
typically manipulate WTD response data, arbitrarily
increasing the negative slopes and imposing an ad-hoc
boundary of negative one on the slopes. The boundary of
negative one reduces the influence of negative slopes on
the mean slope and gives an appealing mirror image for
the valuations space above zero. Nevertheless, critics from
early on have warned that there is no theoretical justifica-
tion for the value of negative one, which means the trun-
cated scale may not represent 'utility' [2]. Changing data
to improve face validity is generally frowned upon, even
in the case of outliers.

A similar health econometrics discussion has taken place
on cost analyses, revealing that the transformation of pos-
itive outliers has a large effect on the mean cost per
patient. At the 2008 American Society of Health Econo-
mists, John Mullahy compared the role of a health
econometrician to that of an anatomist, dissecting data in
an Aristotelian fashion [3]. In his lecture, "Anatomy of
Healthcare Cost Distributions," he dismantled the thick
upper tail of a common cost distribution and discussed its
possible interpretations. Likewise, health state valuation
studies continuously re-examine the theoretical frame-
work that guides estimator selection and the best
approach to address results with poor face validity.

QALY Space: Accumulation of Quality-Adjusted Life Years over TimeFigure 1
QALY Space: Accumulation of Quality-Adjusted Life 
Years over Time.
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In pursuit of a justification for this ad hoc transformation,
studies report that respondents find it more difficult and
make more errors estimating negative values than estimat-
ing positive values, especially in TTO tasks [4]. These psy-
chometric complications are reflected in the high variance
of negative values, the low discriminating power of nega-
tive values, and the discontinued scale around the value of
death, otherwise known as the 'gap-effect' [5-7]. While the
evidence on the influence of state-specific heteroskedas-
ticity is mounting, there is not yet a clear and coherent
framework for combining BTD and WTD TTO responses.

Recently, there has been considerable interest in estimat-
ing health state values from ranking exercises suitable for
QALY calculations [4,5,8,9]. Ranking is seen as a relatively
easy valuation method, like the visual analogue scale
(VAS), and shown to render predictions that are concord-
ant with (if not identical to) VAS predictions [5]. The
advantage of ranking versus VAS is a well developed theo-
retical foundation in Item Response Theory without the
response spreading and context effects associated with
VAS [10]. Unlike VAS, ranking is a choice-based approach,
which provides a basis for its merger with economic ori-
ented choice-based methods, like TTO and SG. A draw-
back for both ranking and VAS is their unclear relation to
health state values on the QALY scale, a relation which is
better described for TTO and SG.

A theoretically driven model that reduces the difference
between a psychometrically strong method (e.g., ranking)
and a method with a strong link to utility theory (e.g.,
TTO) has the potential to revolutionize the field of health
state valuation. This model would increase the 'conver-
gent validity' of related psychometric and econometric
methods, and therefore, enhance the 'construct validity' of
these methods [11]. In the absence of a 'gold standard' in
health state valuation, such an increase in convergent
validity would advance our understanding regarding the
latent construct of quality of life and its assessment. Fur-
thermore, if a model reduces dependence on arbitrary
deviations from utility theory, such as negating the use of
ad hoc corrections of WTD responses in the QALY para-
digm, the model would promote face validity. Lastly, such
a model might further improve upon the validity of
QALYs by integrating the benefits of psychometric and
econometric methods under a single statistical estimator.

In this paper, we introduce an episodic random utility
model (RUM) as such a theoretical framework. This
model not only allows for the comparisons between rank
and TTO predictions within a common estimator, it
resolves key econometric and psychometric issues that
inhibit TTO-based valuation. In introducing this model,
the difficulties with the face validity of WTD responses are
addressed in a way that is theoretically coherent for the

fields of economics and psychometrics, and improves
upon the convergent validity between TTO and rank-
based predictions. For purposes of illustration, the con-
ventional and episodic RUMs are estimated using the
Measurement and Valuation of Health (MVH) study data
from the United Kingdom (UK) [12-14].

Methods
Episodic and Instant Random Utility Models (RUMs)
The utility of a health state, j, over time, t, for an individ-
ual, i, is random and may be represented by either:

In the episodic RUM, the error, εij, represents variability in
the value of an episode. For example, Figure 1 has time on
the x-axis and utility on the y-axis, so the error would be
distributed vertically along the y-axis. The second model
is an instant RUM, which suggests a random slope. Its
error, εij, represents variability in the value of an instanta-
neous state, not the episode. The instant RUM is the theo-
retical basis underlying the mean slope estimator, the
conventional approach to health state valuation studies.

The instant RUM would be equivalent to an episodic RUM
if we were to assume that the magnitude of error is pro-
portional to the duration of the episode. In other words,
more time in state j coincides with more error in the valu-
ation. However, each model assumes that errors have
equal variances. This difference is subtle, but highly influ-
ential in cases where there are WTD TTO responses. In
WTD responses, the respondent's choice of time in opti-
mal health changes the amount of time in state j, thus,
changing the amount of error under the instant RUM. For
example, if the respondent equates the state to "immedi-
ate death" (t = 0), according to the instant RUM model,
there is no error in this response.

Both models assume that the utility of dead for any dura-
tion is zero (i.e., Udead(t) = 0), and the utility of optimal
health for any duration equals the duration (i.e., Uopti-

mal(t) = t) [5]. Both models assume constant proportion-
ality: the expected utility of a health state is proportional
to its duration, t, and the expected error is zero. State-spe-
cific components and errors may depend on the duration
(e.g., μj(t)) [15,16]; however, questions concerning dura-
tion effects in health state valuation are outside the scope
of this paper and left to be examined in future work.

Interpretations of TTO responses
As part of the TTO task in the MVH study, respondents
provide either a BTD or WTD response for each hypothet-
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ical health state, j; however, the interpretation of the
responses depends on the RUM. If ten years in a health
state, j, is better than "immediate death," the respondent
determines the duration in optimal health, t1, such that:

The interpretation of the BTD response, t1, is for all inten-
sive purposes equivalent under episodic and instant
RUMs, because the amount of time in state j is equal
regardless of response (i.e., ten years).

On the other hand, if ten years in the health state, j, is
worse than dead (WTD), the respondent determines the
duration in optimal health, t2, such that:

The interpretation of the WTD response, t2, differs greatly
between the episodic and instant RUM estimates.

RUM Estimators
The purpose of a RUM estimator is to find the estimate for
the state-specific component, μj, that best fits the sample
of responses (i.e. minimizes the error). RUMs do not
imply a specific error distribution. Errors have expectation
zero, are uncorrelated, and have equal variances. Under
these three assumptions, the Gauss Markov theorem states
that the best (i.e., minimum variance) estimator of the
state-specific component, μj, is a mean slope under the
instant RUM approach and a coefficient under the epi-
sodic RUM [17].

Both estimators are non-parametric, and they are equiva-
lent if the sample only includes BTD responses, t1. The
instant RUM estimator is a mean slope (Figure 1), and
because slopes can be exceptionally negative (e.g., -39),
the mean slope estimator is not robust to small changes in
the error term. The episodic RUM estimator is a fraction of
weighted sums, creating additional stability.

Beginning in the mid 1990's, the field of economic evalu-
ations faced a similar choice between estimators [18,19].
The emergence of patient-level data led to the question of
whether to use the mean ratio (i.e., mean slope) or the
mean cost over the mean effectiveness as the estimator of

the incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER). Like in our
case, if incremental effectiveness approaches zero for any
patient, the patient's ICER blows up together with the
mean. As such, ratio statistics are not widely used in cost-
effectiveness research.

A parallel argument in favor of the coefficient estimator
comes from psychometrics. The coefficient estimator is
motivated by economic theory (i.e., episodic RUM). How-
ever, measurement theory also implies the same estimator
with a slightly different interpretation: when respondents
provide the amount of time in optimal health, they may
respond with some error (t + ε) [19]. The coefficient esti-
mator accommodates such response error.

Nevertheless, the mean slope estimator is the conven-
tional approach to health state valuation studies using
discrete choice methods (i.e., TTO, SG, PTO, etc.). In an
effort to improve the face validity of instant RUM predic-
tions, Dolan replaced the negative slopes with -t2/10,
while Shaw and colleagues divided the negative slopes by
a constant (i.e., 39) [12,20]. Each transformation attenu-
ates the magnifying effects in the slopes by bounding
them to be greater than negative one. In the economic
evaluation analogy, Dolan's transformation is like chang-
ing the incremental effectiveness to the maximum, 10
years, when the patient's ICER is negative. By construc-
tion, the Dolan approach will produce estimates greater
than the unadjusted mean slope, but less than the coeffi-
cient if there are any WTD responses (mathematical proof
available upon request). These arbitrary manipulations
are not nested within either the instant or episodic RUMs,
or within any other utility or psychometric theory [2].

Mixing TTO, Rank, and RUM
While TTO estimation does not require further specifica-
tion to produce consistent results, it may be more efficient
to assume the errors are normally distributed. This
assumption allows for maximum likelihood estimation
and, more importantly, the merger of rank and TTO
responses under a single estimator.

Craig, Busschbach, and Salomon demonstrated that ranks
can be decomposed into a series of pair-wise comparisons
for rank-based health state valuation using an exploded
probit model [5,17]. Because hypothetical states continue
for ten years (i.e., t does not vary) in all EQ-5D rank
responses within the UK MVH-protocol, their model esti-
mates agree with either the episodic or instant RUMs.
Under the assumption of normally distributed errors, the
probability of dominance for each pair-wise comparison
in the rank responses is represented by:
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The exploded probit estimation can predict the state-spe-
cific components and variances. While health states
clearly have different expected utilities, differences in var-
iances (i.e., σj ≠ σk) have little effect on the predicted val-
ues as demonstrated by Craig, Busschbach, and Salomon
[5]. Therefore, in this article, we estimated a homoskedas-
tic probit model using rank responses and predicted val-
ues for 42 health states on the QALY scale with fixed
anchors for comparison. TTO responses were used to pre-
dict the OLS episodic RUM.

The rank-based estimator (equation 5) required slight
modification (equation 6) to incorporate both the epi-
sodic RUM and TTO responses. In rank responses, ties
occur when a respondent considers two or more states to
be equivalent. TTO responses can also be described as
equivalences between two hypothetical scenarios (equa-
tions 2 and 3). Therefore, TTO responses can be incorpo-
rated into the same exploded probit model using Efron's
method for ties in rank responses[21]. Specifically, the
probability of a TTO response is:

where y equals t1 if BTD, or -t2 if WTD, and x equals 10 if
BTD, or (10-t2) if WTD. This is equivalent to a simple lin-
ear regression with no constant and an assumption of nor-
mally distributed errors with state-specific variances. A
central advantage of the exploded probit is the estimator
can accommodate both TTO and rank responses.

Caution is warranted when merging responses from dif-
ferent valuation techniques into a single estimator. While
the estimation of state-specific components, μj, may ben-
efit greatly from the added information, it remains
unclear whether the TTO variance is equal to the variance
found in rank responses. Completion of the TTO task
entails a greater cognitive burden for respondents, which
may result in greater errors. In the combined estimator, a
separate variance parameter describing the difference
between the method-specific variances is included for
rank responses.

In combining TTO and rank responses within a single esti-
mation, we increase the power of valuation studies that

explore preferences of respondents using both TTO and
rank responses. In most valuation studies done on the
basis of the MVH protocol, both TTO and rank were
administrated. A problem might be that there are more
ranked pairs than TTO responses. To impose balance
across methods, we assigned the pair-wise comparisons a
reduced weight equal to the respondent's number of
hypothesized non-anchor states over the respondent's
number of pair-wise comparisons. As a result, each
respondent's set of decomposed rank responses received
the same weight in the maximum likelihood estimation as
their set of TTO responses. The estimator accounts for
both sources of information equitably.

Results
United Kingdom Measurement and Valuation of Health 
(MVH) Study
In 1993, the University of York administered 3395 inter-
views with a response rate of 64%, and collected values of
42 EQ-5D health states and the state of unconsciousness
[12-14]. The MVH protocol, developed for the aforemen-
tioned study, describes a face-to-face interview that can be
separated into several sections. First, the respondents are
asked to describe their own health using the EQ-5D
descriptive system. Then, the respondents rank 15 cards
each describing a health state. This set of 15 health state
cards always includes the anchor states, optimal health
(11111) and immediate death. The respondents are
instructed to assume that the duration of the health state
is 10 years and followed by death. After the ranking exer-
cise, the subjects are asked to place each card on the EQ-
VAS, often referred to as the EuroQol "thermometer."
After the EQ-VAS valuation section, the deck of health
state cards is reshuffled, and 13 health states are valued
using the TTO method. The two missing states are 11111
and 'immediate death' as these states cannot be valued
directly using the standard TTO, because they anchor the
TTO scale. The TTO-interview is complemented by a vis-
ual aid, specifically a TTO-probe board that graphically
displays the difference in life years between health states.
As previously described, the TTO task produces either t1 or
t2 responses, each of which describes a compensating
amount of time in the optimal health state.

For the TTO and rank analytical sample (N = 3,333 and
3,355, respectively), respondents were excluded for a par-
ticular method (1) if only one or two states were valued
(other than 11111, "immediate death," and "uncon-
scious"); (2) if all states were given the same value; or (3)
if all states were valued worse than "immediate death." In
addition, respondents were excluded from the rank sam-
ple if they ranked death equivalent to optimal health.
These four criteria motivated the exclusion of 1.8% of the
rank respondents and 1.2% of the TTO respondents.
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Comparison between Instant and Episodic RUM
Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the episodic
and instant RUM predictions using TTO responses for the
42 EQ-5D hypothetical health states included in the UK
MVH study. As described in equation 4, the instant RUM
estimates are mean slopes. These means are presented
with and without Dolan's transformation of WTD
responses to a bound of -1.00. The unadjusted means are
substantially less than the episodic RUM predictions,
depending on the quantity of WTD responses. This pat-
tern intuitively illustrates the effect of summing fractions,
instead of taking a coefficient (i.e., a fraction of sums).

Figure 2 further illustrates that the adjusted mean slopes
based on Dolan's transformation of negative responses
are linearly related to the coefficient estimates derived
from the episodic RUM. Based on Table 1, episodic and

instant predictions are correlated above 97% for Pearson's
or Spearman's rho. However, unadjusted mean slopes
poorly agree with coefficient estimates (Lin's rho = 0.135).
On the other hand, the adjusted mean slopes moderately
agree (Lin's rho = 0.841). The predictions rendered
through the arbitrary correction of WTD responses are still
substantially different from the episodic RUM predictions
(average absolute difference = 0.179). While we recognize
that the Dolan transformation improves concordance
between the instant and episodic predictions, improved
face validity is not a sufficient motivation for data manip-
ulation.

Episodic RUMs using TTO, Rankings, and Both Responses
Table 1 further describes the relationship between the pre-
dictions from the three episodic RUM estimations. Coeffi-
cient estimates based on TTO responses show stronger

Comparison of Instant and Episodic RUM TTO Estimates for 42 EQ-5D Health States with and without the Negative One Ad Hoc Boundary Adjustments * Adjustment of the TTO responses is based on Dolan's transformation of negative responsesFigure 2
Comparison of Instant and Episodic RUM TTO Estimates for 42 EQ-5D Health States with and without the 
Negative One Ad Hoc Boundary Adjustments * Adjustment of the TTO responses is based on Dolan's trans-
formation of negative responses. The episodic RUM has a lowest value of just above -0.50, while the negative values of the 
instant RUM can be as low as -9.00.
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agreement with rank-based predictions (Lin's rho =
0.910) than adjusted mean slopes (Lin's rho = 0.794).
This suggests that rank responses provide similar informa-
tion to TTO responses based on the episodic RUM com-
pared to the instant RUM with Dolan's transformation of
WTD responses. Convergence validity between the two

methods is improved more by a theoretical coherent
model, than by an ad hoc boundary of -1.00. This, in turn,
increases the construct validity of both the ranking and
TTO estimates for health state valuation.

Table 1: Correlation and Agreement between Predicted Values for 42 EQ-5D States

Comparison between Episodic RUM Estimates using TTO responses and...
Instant RUM Estimates using... Episodic RUM Estimates using...

Unadjusted TTO Responses Adjusted TTO Responses* Rank Responses TTO ank Responses

Correlation
Pearson's rho 0.971 0.994 0.977 0.981
Spearman's rho 0.993 0.999 0.985 0.986

Agreement
Lin's rho 0.135 0.841 0.910 0.949
Mean absolute difference 2.097 0.179 0.098 0.074

* Adjustment of these TTO responses is based on Dolan's transformation of negative responses.

Comparison of Episodic RUM Estimates using Single and Both Responses for 42 EQ-5D Health StatesFigure 3
Comparison of Episodic RUM Estimates using Single and Both Responses for 42 EQ-5D Health States.
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Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between episodic pre-
dictions. Compared to the rank-based predictions, coeffi-
cient estimates are slightly higher for mild health states
and lower for states near death, which suggests the poten-
tial for duration dependence in health state valuation
[15,16]. Future analysis may parameterize the duration
effect and estimate the extent of adaptation. Overall, the
pattern between episodic predictions suggests strong con-
cordance.

Lastly, we compared the 95% confidence intervals
between episodic RUM predictions using TTO responses,
and intervals using TTO and rank responses (See Table 2).
Among the 42 states, TTO confidence intervals of three
states have their dual response counterparts nested within
and 12 states have intervals that overlap. This discordance
suggests some systematic differences between the TTO
and rank-based values. In terms of interval width, the
average width of the TTO interval is 0.057 with a range of
0.021 to 0.094. The average width of the dual response

Table 2: State-specific Component Estimates (μj) by EQ-5D State, Model and Estimator

Instant RUM Episodic RUM
EQ-5D State Unadjusted TTO Adjusted TTO TTO Rank TTO and Rank

μj 95% CI μj 95% CI μj 95% CI μj 95% CI μj 95% CI

21111 0.795 0.705 0.885 0.873 0.860 0.886 0.883 0.872 0.893 0.748 0.739 0.756 0.796 0.776 0.817
11211 0.801 0.717 0.885 0.865 0.852 0.878 0.873 0.863 0.884 0.763 0.754 0.771 0.808 0.788 0.829
11121 0.809 0.746 0.873 0.847 0.834 0.861 0.853 0.840 0.865 0.770 0.762 0.779 0.814 0.793 0.834
12111 0.699 0.588 0.811 0.831 0.815 0.847 0.851 0.839 0.864 0.739 0.730 0.747 0.786 0.765 0.806
11112 0.739 0.649 0.829 0.824 0.808 0.839 0.839 0.827 0.852 0.768 0.759 0.776 0.811 0.791 0.832
12211 0.554 0.364 0.745 0.762 0.740 0.785 0.789 0.771 0.806 0.632 0.623 0.642 0.682 0.659 0.706
11122 0.421 0.200 0.642 0.719 0.694 0.745 0.760 0.742 0.778 0.633 0.624 0.642 0.682 0.658 0.705
12121 0.585 0.420 0.751 0.739 0.718 0.761 0.758 0.739 0.776 0.607 0.598 0.616 0.656 0.632 0.679
22121 0.227 -0.017 0.471 0.640 0.612 0.669 0.701 0.681 0.721 0.532 0.524 0.541 0.579 0.557 0.602
22112 0.333 0.102 0.564 0.660 0.634 0.685 0.698 0.679 0.718 0.533 0.524 0.541 0.580 0.558 0.603
11312 -0.097 -0.418 0.224 0.553 0.521 0.585 0.639 0.617 0.662 0.455 0.447 0.463 0.499 0.477 0.520
21222 -0.011 -0.303 0.281 0.546 0.515 0.578 0.634 0.613 0.655 0.489 0.481 0.498 0.533 0.510 0.555
12222 0.214 0.011 0.416 0.543 0.511 0.575 0.623 0.600 0.646 0.495 0.487 0.504 0.538 0.516 0.560
22122 -0.056 -0.353 0.241 0.530 0.497 0.562 0.620 0.597 0.642 0.475 0.467 0.484 0.518 0.496 0.540
21312 -0.173 -0.492 0.145 0.515 0.481 0.549 0.613 0.590 0.637 0.415 0.407 0.423 0.455 0.434 0.477
22222 -0.003 -0.273 0.266 0.501 0.468 0.533 0.599 0.577 0.622 0.427 0.419 0.435 0.468 0.447 0.489
11113 -0.319 -0.607 -0.030 0.389 0.351 0.427 0.536 0.509 0.563 0.440 0.432 0.448 0.477 0.456 0.498
13212 -0.517 -0.869 -0.165 0.377 0.340 0.413 0.522 0.497 0.547 0.379 0.372 0.387 0.416 0.396 0.437
13311 -0.987 -1.418 -0.556 0.329 0.290 0.368 0.504 0.479 0.530 0.325 0.317 0.332 0.360 0.340 0.380
11131 -1.116 -1.515 -0.716 0.206 0.165 0.248 0.429 0.398 0.459 0.377 0.369 0.384 0.408 0.388 0.428
12223 -1.027 -1.438 -0.616 0.210 0.172 0.249 0.396 0.367 0.425 0.339 0.332 0.347 0.369 0.349 0.389
23321 -2.077 -2.632 -1.522 0.136 0.094 0.178 0.388 0.357 0.418 0.248 0.241 0.255 0.275 0.256 0.295
21323 -1.585 -2.065 -1.105 0.151 0.111 0.192 0.380 0.350 0.410 0.265 0.258 0.273 0.293 0.273 0.312
32211 -1.689 -2.175 -1.203 0.139 0.098 0.179 0.372 0.342 0.402 0.256 0.249 0.263 0.282 0.263 0.302
21232 -2.145 -2.677 -1.613 0.061 0.020 0.103 0.328 0.296 0.360 0.299 0.292 0.307 0.325 0.305 0.345
22323 -2.128 -2.664 -1.593 0.046 0.005 0.086 0.297 0.265 0.330 0.207 0.200 0.214 0.228 0.209 0.248
22331 -2.230 -2.764 -1.697 -0.006 -0.047 0.035 0.270 0.235 0.304 0.220 0.213 0.227 0.241 0.221 0.260
33212 -2.669 -3.254 -2.084 -0.023 -0.063 0.018 0.258 0.224 0.292 0.183 0.176 0.189 0.202 0.183 0.221
11133 -2.760 -3.337 -2.182 -0.050 -0.091 -0.009 0.252 0.215 0.288 0.253 0.247 0.260 0.276 0.257 0.295
21133 -2.970 -3.584 -2.357 -0.067 -0.107 -0.026 0.222 0.187 0.258 0.224 0.217 0.230 0.244 0.225 0.263
23313 -3.203 -3.844 -2.562 -0.067 -0.107 -0.027 0.218 0.184 0.252 0.168 0.162 0.175 0.186 0.167 0.206
23232 -3.052 -3.647 -2.456 -0.092 -0.132 -0.052 0.208 0.172 0.244 0.184 0.178 0.191 0.204 0.184 0.223
33321 -3.200 -3.825 -2.576 -0.132 -0.170 -0.093 0.149 0.112 0.187 0.110 0.103 0.116 0.123 0.104 0.143
22233 -3.222 -3.833 -2.610 -0.145 -0.184 -0.106 0.149 0.110 0.187 0.157 0.150 0.164 0.172 0.153 0.192
32313 -3.307 -3.923 -2.690 -0.151 -0.190 -0.113 0.140 0.102 0.177 0.118 0.111 0.125 0.131 0.112 0.150
32223 -3.788 -4.458 -3.119 -0.185 -0.223 -0.146 0.113 0.074 0.152 0.128 0.121 0.135 0.142 0.123 0.162
32232 -4.084 -4.767 -3.401 -0.230 -0.269 -0.190 0.090 0.046 0.134 0.136 0.129 0.143 0.148 0.129 0.168
13332 -3.434 -4.035 -2.832 -0.222 -0.260 -0.184 0.075 0.033 0.118 0.138 0.132 0.145 0.152 0.132 0.171
32331 -4.812 -5.560 -4.063 -0.272 -0.310 -0.235 0.047 0.004 0.091 0.089 0.083 0.096 0.099 0.080 0.118
33232 -5.146 -5.922 -4.371 -0.327 -0.362 -0.292 -0.039 -0.085 0.007 0.049 0.042 0.056 0.055 0.035 0.075
33323 -5.914 -6.716 -5.112 -0.381 -0.415 -0.348 -0.096 -0.143 -0.049 0.024 0.017 0.031 0.028 0.008 0.049
33333 -8.883 -9.360 -8.407 -0.539 -0.554 -0.525 -0.304 -0.333 -0.275 -0.102 -0.107 -0.098 -0.108 -0.122 -0.095
Log Variance -3.925 -3.943 -3.906 -3.819 -3.865 -3.773
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interval is 0.041 with a range of 0.027 to 0.047. For eleven
mild health states, the TTO based interval is narrower than
the dual response intervals; but for the remaining more
severe states the dual response interval is narrower. The
interval widths of the TTO and rank responses suggest that
the use of both responses decreases the standard error in
health state value predictions by around two thirds and
allows for greater variability in the value of mild states.

Discussion
In this paper, we introduce the episodic RUM and its coef-
ficient estimator, which together provides a framework for
health state valuation that is theoretically and economet-
rically consistent. The findings suggest a re-analysis of cur-
rent health state valuation data and the potential merger
of TTO and rank responses under a unified QALY estima-
tor, specifically the exploded probit. To better understand
this conclusion, we delineate the three major contribu-
tions of the episodic RUM.

The first contribution is the theoretical realization that
under the conventional TTO approach, known as the
instant RUM, the error scale in WTD and BTD responses is
different by construction. As shown in equation 1, BTD
error is divided by ten, and WTD error is divided by a
number less than ten. Therefore, the instant RUM inflates
the error of WTD responses, causing them to become
more influential on the estimator and pulling the esti-
mates down. Dolan's transformation of WTD responses (-
t2/10) inadvertently causes the error scale to be equiva-
lent, but the predictions lose internal consistency[12]. On
the contrary, the episodic RUM assigns the same error
scale, regardless of response type, and produces consistent
results.

The second contribution is in convergent validity [11].
The episodic RUM predictions from the TTO responses
strongly agree with predictions from the rank responses.
In fact, this strength of agreement is larger than the agree-
ment between rank predictions and instant RUM predic-
tions with the Dolan transformation of WTD responses.
The results confirm ranking and TTO to be closely related,
suggesting the combination of both methods' strengths:
the sound psychometric foundations and feasibility of
ranking, and the face validity of TTO as it relates closely to
the QALY paradigm. In a previous paper, Craig, Bussch-
bach and Salomon show that rank predictions are essen-
tially equivalent to VAS predictions (Lin's rho = 0.98);
therefore, the results of this paper complementarily dem-
onstrate convergent validity in the predictions for rank,
VAS and TTO under the episodic RUM [5]. Furthermore,
this evidence on the promise of the episodic RUM demon-
strates that Dolan's arbitrary correction of negative
responses is outmoded.

The third contribution is more practical. Under the
assumption of normal errors, the episodic RUM implies
an exploded probit estimator that integrates rank and TTO
responses. This exploded probit estimator increases the
power of valuation studies considerably by combining
responses from two forms of discrete choice experiments:
TTO and ranking. We demonstrate that the integration of
rank and TTO responses is feasible and decreases the
standard errors of the state value predictions. By merging
a psychometrically strong instrument (i.e., ranks) with
discrete choice data based on utility theory (i.e., TTO),
predictions are more robust. However, we recognize the
appeal of the nonparametric episodic RUM estimator
(equation 5).

Conclusion
The episodic RUM may replace the current paradigm in
health state valuation, given that the instant RUM changes
the error scale by response type; arbitrary corrections of
WTD responses produce aberrant results; and the
exploded probit allows the integration of TTO, rank, SG,
and other discrete choice responses in a theoretically and
econometrically consistent manner. In more practical
terms, future valuation studies (e.g., EQ-5D five level ver-
sion) may be statistically powered using a variety of dis-
crete choice responses. The next step might be to re-
estimate each country-specific valuation set using the epi-
sodic RUM and further examine duration effects in com-
ponents and errors.
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